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AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY: TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Tennessee Williams was born Thomas Lanier Williams III in Columbus, Mississippi 
in 1911. His father, Cornelius Coffin “C.C.” Williams was a traveling shoe-salesman and 
alcoholic who was oftentimes away from home. His mother, Edwina Dakin, was the 
daughter of a music teacher mother and Episcopal reverend father. Williams lived in his 
grandfather's parsonage for much of his childhood.

When he was a young boy, he nearly died from a bout of diphtheria which left him 
frail, much to his father's upset and mother's obsession. In 1919, Williams moved with his 
family to St. Louis, Missouri, as his father had gotten a promotion in the International 
Shoe Company, there. Because of his mother's dissatisfaction with her unhappy and 
abusive marriage and his father's drinking, the family moved many times around St. 
Louis. When Williams was 17 years old, his short story The Vengeance of Nitocris was 
published under his birth name of Thomas in the magazine, “Weird Tales”, but this would 
be the only work of his published for several years.



Williams attended The University of Missouri in Columbia where he studied journalism. 
While there, he decided to try publishing some of his writing in order to bring in some extra 
income for the family and won an honorable mention in a writing competition during his 
freshman year for his play, Beauty Is the Word. During his junior year, Williams failed a military 
training course and was forced to withdraw from college by his father, who made him work with 
him at the International Shoe Company. Williams so hated this job that he vowed to find a way 
out—through his writing. Williams disciplined himself to write one story every week. Williams 
would work this job until 1935, when a nervous breakdown would allow him to leave.

The next year, Williams began 
studying at Washington University in St. 
Louis where he wrote one play, and then 
transferred to the University of Iowa, where 
he graduated with a B.A. In English. Moving 
to New York City, he continued his 
education at The New School's Dramatic 
Workshop and, in 1939, officially adopted 
Tennessee Williams as his professional 
pseudonym. Williams moved to California 
and worked many menial jobs (including 
taking care of chickens on a ranch), but
continued to write. In 1939, he won $1,000 
from the Rockefeller Foundation for his 
play, Battle of Angels. The play was 
produced and flopped.

Despite this setback, Williams moved to New Orleans later that year and began writing 
for the Works Progress Administration, under F.D.R's “New Deal”. Finally, Williams found 
recognition through his writing for the W.P.A. and was offered a writer contract with MGM 
films. Between 1944 and 1945, Williams adapted a short story he wrote called “Portrait of a Girl 
in Glass” into The Glass Menagerie (which you've seen today!) which premiered in Chicago 
before transferring to Broadway and becoming a hit. Many hit plays followed including A 
Streetcar Named Desire (1947), Summer and Smoke (1948), The Rose Tattoo (1951), and Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof (1955), and more. All of the aforementioned plays were turned into hit Hollywood 
films and, by the beginning of the 1960's, Williams had won two Pulitzer Prizes, a Tony Award, 
and three Drama Critics' Circle Awards.

Throughout the 1960's and 70's, Williams continued to write but began to succumb to the 
effects of alcohol and drug abuse. To make things worse, Williams, who was an out 
homosexual, lost his life partner, Frank Merlo, to lung cancer in 1963, thus exacerbating his 
severe depression and downward spiral. Williams continued to write but both the quality of his 
writing and the productions, as well as his waning focus due to being in and out of treatment 
facilities, disallowed him from any of the wild success he had enjoyed earlier in his career. His 
last play, called A House Not Meant to Stand, closed in Chicago after only 40 performances, 
despite having received good reviews. He was inducted into the American Theater Hall of Fame 
in 1979. Four years later, Williams was found dead in his suite at the Hotel Élysée in New York 
City, having overdosed on “sleeping pills”.



THE GLASS MENAGERIE

A drama of great tenderness, charm, and 
beauty, Tennessee Williams’ The Glass 
Menagerie is an icon of the American 
theater that tells the memory of the 
Wingfield's family story from the point of 
son, Tom. It is widely believed that Tom is a 
parallel of Williams, the piece's author.

Mother, Amanda Wingfield, is a faded 
remnant of Southern high-class society 
who now lives in a dingy St. Louis 
apartment with her two children: Tom, and 
his sister, Laura. Laura has a physical 
handicap and debilitating shyness. As their 
father has left home, Tom supports his 
mother and sister with a shoe-factory job 
which finds unbearable. When Amanda 
convinces Tom to bring home a “gentleman 
caller” for Laura, the illusions that the 
Wingfields have created to make life 
bearable come crashing into reality.

WILLIAMS' LEGACY

Tennessee Williams is one of the most well-known, well-loved, and tragic figures 
in American and world theatre. His difficult, tortured life gave us some of the most 
beautiful, lyrical, and meditative pieces ever seen on stage. Now that we have studied his 
works in greater detail, even his lesser plays of the 1960's and 70's have proven to be 
ahead of their time in creating new theatrical vocabularies that are still in use today. He 
has also become a gay icon, and his struggles to understand himself, his homosexuality, 
his depression, his family, and his history resonate through each and every one of his 
works.

He was a prolific writer, and his works went far beyond the theatre. Williams 
wrote plays, movies, short stories, novels, poetry, and memoirs as well, making his body 
of work one of the largest by any American author. His works directly influenced his 
contemporaries, such as Elia Kazan, Arthur Miller, and others. His use of “memory plays” 
changed the landscape of both American and World theatre and many of his works have 
been translated into multiple languages. His life has been turned into the musical, A 
House of Glass (2016) and many of his poems have been set to music.



SYNOPSIS

We meet the Wingfield family in 1930s St. Louis, Missouri. At the opening of the play, Tom, 
the son and de-facto patriarch of the family, describes to us what we will see: a memory play. 
One that is “[...]dimly lighted [...]sentimental [...and] not realistic.” He tells us exactly what we will 
be seeing and in what order. Father has left the family for reasons we will never fully 
understand, and he lives with his mother, Amanda, and his older sister, Laura. The family is not 
very well-off, and the intermittent presence of electricity in their home shows this to us.

Amanda, now middle-aged, was once a Southern belle and yearns for the comforts of 
her youth. She shows an almost obsessive worry over the future of her daughter, Laura, who 
suffers from a slight physical handicap and overwhelming shyness and fear of the outside 
world. Tom spends his days working in a shoe warehouse to support his family. In what little 
free time he has to himself, he writes and goes to the movies.

As Laura is, from what we can tell, of or beyond the age where she should have 
“debuted”, Amanda has taken to obsessing over finding her a suitor. Laura, because of her 
shyness and handicap, has dropped out of high school and a secretarial course and spends her 
days at home, polishing her prized collection of glass animal figurines—her glass menagerie—
seemingly the only thing in her life she feels she can control. Amanda goads Tom into inviting 
one of his friends, named Jim (but referred to as “Mr. O'Connor” or “the gentleman caller”) over 
to set him up with Laura. Tom arranges the evening, and Amanda begins her preparations in 
earnest.

At the special dinner she prepares for the occasion, Amanda chats with Jim, seeming to 
relive her own “glory days”. During the course of their conversation, it comes out that Laura had 
been attracted to Jim in high school and, though they were passing acquaintances, they never 
shared a meaningful relationship in high school, even as friends. Jim's having been named 
“Most Likely to Succeed” almost perfectly juxtaposes Laura's current state.

Laura bows out of dinner, feigning an illness, but joins Jim in the living room as Tom and 
Amanda tend to fixing the electrical fuse box. It turns out that Tom has not paid the electric bill, 
which is the reason the lights have been going in and out. In the living room by candlelight, Jim 
and Laura chat and Jim tries to give Laura a little “pep talk” to help her feel better about herself. 
The two continue to get to know each other and, finally, share a small dance together.

While they are dancing, Jim bumps into Laura's glass menagerie, causing a small glass 
unicorn to fall to the floor and break its horn. Surprisingly, Laura does not over-react, which 
leads Jim to compliment her and then kiss her. Laura, we are to understand, is beginning to fall 
in love with Jim and might even be beginning to believe that life with him is possible. That is, 
until he tells her that he is engaged to be married. Ever the graceful young woman, Laura takes 
this in stride and offers him the broken glass unicorn as a gift. Jim leaves, and Laura retreats 
back into her own world, winding up the victrola to make it play some music.



CHARACTERS

Amanda Wingfield: A middle-aged, former Southern belle now living in St. Louis with her two 
children, Tom and Laura. Her husband has left the family due to undisclosed circumstances. 
She worries for her daughter's future almost obsessively. She is lively and nervous; an 
overbearing mother who, though she has the best of intentions, will unwittingly destroy her 
daughter.

Laura Wingfield: Amanda's daughter, probably in her twenties who was crippled by a 
childhood illness and now suffers from overwhelming shyness. She is very reserved and 
often retreats into her own world. Having dropped out of school and a professional course, 
she has no career and many difficulties relating to others and the outside world. Her glass 
menagerie, full of precious animal figurines, is her perfect, most prized possession.

Tom Wingfield: Amanda's son and Laura's brother, probably in his early twenties. He is a poet 
and breadwinner for his family, working at a shoe warehouse, a job he detests. In his free 
time, he writes and goes to the movies. Having become unable to continue living and dealing 
with his family, he vows to leave and strike it out on his own. He loves his sister, but
struggles to understand her.

Jim O'Connor: A young man, probably of Tom's age, who gets caught up in the Wingfield's 
tumultuous relationship. Though his actions bring about the central tragedy of the piece, he is 
described as a good, normal young man with no ill-intentions towards Laura nor her family.

Setting: The Wingfield's apartment in St. Louis, Missouri, sometime during the early 1930's.

When Tom comes back, Amanda yells at him for having brought an engaged man to present 
to Laura, but Tom replies that he had no idea. He offers the possibility that Jim might have 
been making the whole story up, as it was evident from the way Amanda orchestrated the 
evening that they were trying to set him up with Laura. Amanda's anger is not appeased, and 
Tom responds that he is leaving the family home.

Tom's closing monologue tells us that he went away as Laura blows out the candles 
in the apartment. Each time she does, the “memory” presented becomes darker and darker, 
more and more distant, until, at last, he asks her to blow out the last candle and the play 
ends.
This production of The Glass Menagerie was presented by special arrangement with 
Dramatists Play Service, Inc., New York. 



What are some parallels you can find between this short biography of 
Williams' life and the production of The Glass Menagerie you've just 
seen? 

It is often said that Tom is the most autobiographically accurate 
character Williams ever wrote. Do you agree?

Why or why not? 

Can you draw any other parallels between Williams' life and the 
characters, setting, and plot of Menagerie?

REFLECTION ACTIVITY



WILLIAMS AND “CODING”
Williams, a well-known out-and-proud 

homosexual, lived through one of the most unaccepting 
times for homosexuals in our nation's history. 
Nevertheless, he allowed himself to eke these 
truths into his works, most famously in 
A Streetcar Named Desire and Cat On a Hot Tin Roof. 
However, though theatrical audiences are more accepting 
towards different sexualities and gender identities, 
these references and images could not be too 
“on the nose”.

From the 1930's through much of the 1970's The Hayes Code in Hollywood disallowed films from 
showing homosexuality and alternate gender identities from being openly shown to the American 
populace in films, especially in a positive light. Williams, undoubtedly, understood this, as he was a gay 
man working in Hollywood during the Code's height. As such, much of Williams' homosexual 
references are “coded”.

“Coding” means to use certain words, phrases, or an actor's physicality to hint at a character's 
sexuality without outright labeling them as “queer”, as this would have been censored out of any film 
or piece. It was a daunting challenge for any author—especially one trying to remain true to their own 
experiences—that give us, as modern audience members, pause. We should appreciate the fact that 
we no longer have to “code” as Williams and his contemporaries did; that we are able to both explore, 
celebrate, and tell stories of queerness without fear of censoring.

Though “coding” is a passé term, the concept of “otherness” is not. “Otherness” is a term used 
to describe something or someone that is not like those around it. An albino puppy in a litter of black 
labs could be considered an “other”. So can a foreigner who doesn't speak your language in your 
school or community. There are many ways that we can illustrate the concept of “the other” and 
“otherness” in modern media. In the Harry Potter series, for example, Muggles are “otherized” for their 
inability to invoke magic. “Otherizing” is the modern equivalent of “coding”, because “the other” can be 
anything, whereas “coding” was reserved strictly for queer, homosexual, or differing gender identities.

Can you identify any possible instances of “coding” within The Glass Menagerie?

How about some other modern examples? 

What happens when we “otherize” someone?

Or a whole group? 

Are there times when you have felt 
like “the other”?



ELEMENTS OF FICTION & GENRE

What is a “memory piece?”

We remember things all the time. Things we've done, what we ate for lunch, what our best friend 
looks like... It would be difficult to get around in the world if we were unable to remember things. But what 
is a memory? When we hear our favorite song played at a party or in our earbuds, we remember that we 
know the song, how the song goes, and even which album it's from. I bet that, while you were reading this, 
you thought about your favorite song and “remembered” how it went or your favorite note or lyric. You 
most likely still hear it in your head right now. Hear the singer's voice, if there is one. The producer's 
distinctive signature. Well, you've just accessed a memory. A memory of something that was never solid 
matter. Something that can only be a memory. Now, go and actually listen to your favorite song. Does it 
sound the same way your memory of it did? Can you even compare? Or, when you access the memory of 
your favorite song again, will it be slightly different?

A memory piece takes all of this into account. Though its story can and, in Menagerie's case, does 
unfold like a normal story would with beginning, middle, end, it might not be completely trustworthy. 
“What?!”, I'm sure you're asking, “You mean the protagonist can lie to us?”. Well, in a way, yes. But not “lie” 
as in intentionally lying to you. As you experienced when accessing the memory of your favorite song, you 
can see that this memory was not exactly the same as the song itself. Your reaction to it might even be 
different. The singer might have done a different riff or the drums might have been much louder in your 
memory than they actually are. Certain elements might be larger or smaller, more or less important, more 
moving to your soul. That's what a memory does inside of us; take all of the remembered parts and 
arrange them in a way so that we feel something. But it's still inside of us. How can we bring memories 
into the “real world”?

Imagine, now, a time you or someone you knew tried to describe a memory of theirs. There 
might be details that you or this person don't remember or don't want to remember. You might be 
telling a funny memory and exaggerate certain points so that the other person laughs, or to make them 
cry. You might even be giving testimony or a witness report. There are many times when we are asked 
to remember how certain things happened. Questioned why. To answer these questions, we have to
access our memories, which may not be 100% true to what actually happened. Do you still think 
memories lie to us? Or that they can lie to us? Or can they make “liars” out of us?

These are the exact circumstances Williams and other authors and creators of memory pieces
put us into. While a traditional story like Hamilton, Moana, or Harry Potter is happening for the first time 
in front of the audience and for the characters (for more information, check out Plato's Three Unities), 
the events of a memory piece happened before the play's story ever begins. We are made to question 
what is true, what is exaggerated, and what might have been erased from the memory and why with 
everything we see and hear.



If you've ever seen The Avengers or Guardians of the Galaxy, you've seen a flashback. 
When Gamora meets Thanos in Avengers: Infinity War, it is shown as a flashback. What the 
screenwriters did was show us what happened in the timeline of the story exactly how it 
happened the first time. The flashback is not necessarily the character having a memory of the 
events, rather it is filling in the gaps of the story's narrative to supply information vital to our 
understanding of it.

Now, take a film like Titanic. Rose is the narrator of that story. In fact, she is telling the 
story to Lewis Bodine, one of the characters who was leading the mission to excavate the Titanic 
in the film's framing device. She is remembering events, but from her own point of view. Certain 
things might be exaggerated—her first meeting with Jack, her bravery with the axe, how much 
room there really was on that door... Titanic is a modern example of a memory piece.

Have you read the synopsis of the story at the beginning of the study guide? 

As you watch The Glove Theatre's production of The Glass Menagerie, begin 
to ask yourself which parts of the story Tom is likely to have exaggerated. 

Ask yourself which parts he might have left out. How did Zachary, the 
director, and his actors present certain moments? How did they choose to 
orchestrate Tom's memory?

MEMORY PIECE VS FLASHBACK



WHAT MAKES A NARRATOR “UNRELIABLE”?

For all of the above reasons, narrators who are part of a memory piece can be considered 
“unreliable”. Again, that is not to say that they are lying, but that what they are presenting us with 
might be overly-colored by their own sentiments, memories, and motives. There are many examples 
of “unreliable narrators”. The movies Forrest Gump, Fight Club, The Great Gatsby, Titanic, and Moulin 
Rouge! are some of the most well-known modern examples. Some literary examples include 
Wuthering Heights, Rebecca, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, and Life of Pi. And, as 
we explored above, ourselves when we tell the story related to a memory to someone we know. The 
narrator is “unreliable” because all of the events are told to us from their own point of view and 
colored with the exaggerations, omissions, and re-colorings that they believe will make us have a 
certain reaction.

How is an unreliable narrator different from a traditional narrator? Can a traditional narrator 
have their own point of view? At what point can the line between traditional and unreliable become 
blurred? Would an unreliable narrator be closer to a “memory piece” or a “flashback”? How about a 
traditional narrator? What about news reporters? Are they providing “flashbacks” or “memory pieces”? 
Can we consider them traditional or unreliable narrators?

I hope you will chat with your friends and classmates about all of this! Here are some activities 
to help facilitate:

-- Share a memory with a friend and have them share one with you.

-- Listen to a song or story and tell it back in your own words.

-- Talk with your friends and classmates about what your memory of a 
moment of the performance was like for you later today. Tomorrow. 
Next week. See how your memory changes.

-- Identify instances of memories and flashbacks in the movies and shows 
you watch, podcasts you listen to, and the news.

-- Create moments that will become memories!



SOCIAL & CULTURAL STUDIES 

What is a “coming out”?
The phrase “coming out” is one we 

are all familiar with. Whether it is 
“coming out of one's shell”, “coming out of 
one's comfort zone”, or “coming out 
sexually”, they all have the same idea in 
mind. A coming out refers to the act of 
revealing something about someone's 
person that might define them in a 
negative or positive way to those around 
them.

At your age, many of you are 
beginning to come out of both your 
“shells” and your early adolescence. It is 
a rite of passage that has been going on 
for generations and generations, and we 
are lucky to live in a part of the world 
where our “coming outs” can be done 
safely. Everyone's “coming out” happens 
in different ways at different times for 
different reasons, and we should always 
try to find a way to celebrate the ways in 
which those we know “come out” to us, as 
it means they feel comfortable enough 
with us or think we are important enough 
to know the real them.

Recently, you, your friends, your parents, and the whole world have had a sort of “re-coming 
out” as pandemic restrictions began to lessen. You might not have seen many of your 
friends, if at all, for many months. You may not have been to any parties or social gatherings. 
You might have not even been able to leave your house. Think back to the first day of school 
in-person this year. Were you excited? Scared? Sad? How was this first day of school 
different from those up until now?

“Coming out” never stops for our entire lives. We will always be “coming out” in one 
way or another. Whether it's our first day of school, our first day of college, our first day of 
work, our first date, our having moved to another town... There are many experiences that 
constitute a coming out. And, each time we do, we can put another feather in our caps for 
having learned something new about ourselves that we wish to share with others, or simply 
for having the courage to try something or someplace new!



These practices were much akin to those 
shown in Bridgerton's “season”, where high-class 
parties and fine dress were all the rage. Young 
debutantes would be presented to young men
from wealthy and influential families in the hopes of securing a marriage. These marriages would, hopefully, 
elevate the young woman (and, through extension, her family) in the social classes as well as in wealth. In 
exchange, she would help continue the family line by bearing children. That's the ideal situation. However, 
some young women—even from an upper class family—might “fail” their coming out and not attract a 
potential match. This could have happened for reasons as simple as a social “faut pas” (not knowing how to 
speak properly or exhibiting less-than-admirable grace) to as unfair as a speech impediment or physical 
handicap. It was a moment high in emotion where the young lady knowingly presented herself to her 
community's judgement in the harshest way.

In The Glass Menagerie, we learn that Amanda, Tom and Laura's mother, is from the 
South and it is implied that she had her own “coming out”. Do you think that this added any 
pressure to her relationship with her daughter, Laura? Could her own experiences and 
expectations be the reasons why she prepares for Jim's arrival the way she does? How do 
you think Laura's coming out went? Had her young suitor's situation not been what it was, 
do you think she would have “passed” her coming out?

Coming Out and The Glass Menagerie.

In the antebellum American South, young 
men and women—especially of the upper 
classes—had extravagant “coming outs” called 
debutante balls. Mostly held for young women as 
young as 16 years old (not much older than 
yourselves!), debutant balls served as a social 
“coming out” of the family's young woman as a 
member of society. She was expected to walk 
properly, entertain her guests properly, carry 
herself with grace and style, and prove herself 
to be a capable mate for one of the many suitors 
that might be offered to her by local families.



What is Local Industry?

Did you know that Gloversville's name was not chosen at random? In 1828, with the arrival 
of the first official US Post Office in town, what was once Stump City (so-named for the amount of 
trees that had been cut down around it to fuel tanning operations) changed its name to Gloversville, 
after the most popular trade in the town. Gloversville would go on to become the “glove capital of 
the North East”, with more than 80% of residents working in either at-home or factory-based 
glove-making or in a satellite industry, such as tanning, hide treatment, sewing machine repair, or 
thread fabrication. Two doors down from the Glove Theatre, in fact, is the glove design workshop of 
Daniel Storto, who has made gloves for some of your favorite celebrities, including Lady Gaga! The 
presence of his workshop is a testament to the history of the industry that once made Gloversville 
a rich and affluent area. Mr. Storto also runs The Glove Museum in Dorloo, New York.

With most of the industries related to glove-making having been centered within or nearby 
to the town, many families saw themselves “stuck” in Gloversville because of the amount of work 
available for their special skillsets. Why go try to find work elsewhere when you're assured a job 
where you are? It is much like the Detroit “Motor City” era, where most automotive manufacturing 
was done in and around the city of Detroit, Michigan. However, just like Detroit, Gloversville saw its 
industry decline and scatter to far outside of the community. With the coming of the Great 
Depression, Gloversville saw a large decline in glove-making operations due to supply shortages 
and the fact that people just didn't have money to spend on things other than food and rent.

This is the same situation that Tom finds himself in in The Glass Menagerie, just 
replace gloves with shoes. Zachary Tomlinson, the director, chose to set this production in 
the 1930's, at the beginning of the Depression. What are some hints that the author and the 
director give as to the Wingfields' economic situation? Do you think that lack of work could 
be a reason that their father left? Might it be a reason that Tom would leave? Could you 
imagine living in a time when you would have had to base your choice of home because of 
the work available? Would you follow your heart, or follow the money?



ABOUT THE GLOVE
The Glove Theatre, designed in 1913 by Linn Kinne and built in 1914, is a hidden treasure in 
downtown Gloversville, New York. The Glove Theatre was originally designed as an 800-seat 
theater that could show an array of performances, from vaudeville, concerts, and ultimately 
movies. It did not originally have a grand marquee, but in 1939 the current marquee was 
installed to resemble other local theaters. 

Through the 1950s, it was one of the largest theater venues in Fulton and Montgomery 
Counties, and thereafter ran movies until closing in the 1970s. Since 1995, the theater has 
been maintained by a local group of volunteers. More recently, The Glove Theatre has hosted 
performances and artists such as Sawyer Fredricks and Beatle Mania.  A frequent venue for 
the Caroga Arts Collective as well as local acts, The Glove produced summer children’s 
theatre for many years and was a springboard for many young artists.  Their most recent 
summer children’s production, Kampfire Stories, was an original musical written by kids 
from the Greater Gloversville Area with music and direction by Michael Maricondi.  The Glove 
Theatre hopes to being a full season of programming beginning in March 2022 which will 
include films, theatre, music, open-mic acts, and more.  For more information and to stay up 
to date with the goings-on at the Glove, visit www.theglovetheatre



-affluent: (adj.) having a great deal of money, of high-society
-aforementioned: (adj.) referring to something previously mentioned
-antebellum: (adj.) before the war, generally referring to the American Civil War
-appease: (v.) to please in order to calm someone or a situation
-constitute: (v.) to stand in for, to be a part of
-daunting: (adj.) difficult or demanding
-de-facto: (adj.) something that is a fact, though it may not be correct
-earnest: (adj) showing intense conviction, hardworking, driven
-eke: (v.) to give out slowly, as in information or products
-exacerbate: (v.) to make worse, to irritate
-fabrication: (n.) something that is made up or manufactured
-faut-pas/faux-pas: (n.) a social “misstep”, or something socially unacceptable
-feign: (v.) to pretend
-flop: (n.) a piece that does not do well at the box office (v.) to not do well at the box office
-framing-device: (n.) an image or story appearing at the beginning and end of a piece
-invoke: (v.) to call into being
-intermittent: (adj.) impermanent, “off and on”
-juxtapose: (v.) to compare to something as its opposite
-lesser: (adj.) less well-known or well-regarded
-menagerie: (n.) a diverse collection of things, usually animals, or people
-menial: (adj.) unskilled, usually physical work that is not highly regarded
-monologue: (n.) a speech by one character to either another character or the audience
-omission: (n.) something left out
-orchestrate: (v.) to put into action from a plan or scheme
-parsonage: (n.) a church house provided for clergy members to live in
-passé: (adj.) old, out-dated, or no longer socially acceptable
-patriarch: (n.) the male head or principal breadwinner of a family
-populace: (n.) a country or region’s population and society
-prolific: (adj.) having produced many works, products, or ideas
-pseudonym: (n.) a “pen” or “stage name” that is not the artist’s birth name.
-resonate: (v.) to echo throughout a space or body of work
-screenwriter: (n.) one who writes scripts for cinema
-Southern belle: (n.) a term referring to white, upper-class women in the antebellum South
-succumb: (v.) to give into after having fought against
-testament: (n.) serving as sign or evidence of fact
-unwittingly: (adv.) unknowingly and without wanting to
-victrola: (n.) and old-fashioned record or wax-cylinder player that had to be wound up to play

VOCABULARY AND TERMS



THE GLASS MENAGERIE
By Tennessee Williams

Directed by Zachary Tomlinson
Produced and Presented by The Glove Theatre, Gloversville, NY

CAST

AMANDA ………. Sunny Koll

TOM ………….. Brent Knobloch

LAURA …………. Dori Levit

JIM........... Tad Cameron

CREATIVE TEAM

Costume Designer: Xindi Xu

Lighting Designer: Joseph Bilello

Sound Designer: Andrew Porter

Stage Manager: Nicole Carne

Intimacy Coordinator: Daniella Caggiano

THE GLASS MENAGERIE is presented by arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc. 
on behalf of The University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee.



SUNNY KOLL (AMANDA) is an Australian actress, singer and writer who grew up 
singing in jazz and blues clubs. She studied acting at Melbourne’s 16th Street Actors 
Studio and in 2017 moved to New York to further her career and study at the Susan 
Batson Studio. She has also had the privilege of learning from Larry Moss, 
Elizabeth Kemp and Jean Louis Rodrigue. Sunny wrote and produced the sold out
season of her one woman show Between The Bars and is currently honing her 
musical theatre skills under the guidance of Joan Lader and Steven Lutvak.

Artist Biographies:

BRENT KNOBLOCH (TOM) NY: Gallery Players Black Box New Play Festival, Holding the 
Man (Stay True Theatre), Tier 5 Sings! Concert Series. PA: Philly Improv Theatre 
(award-winning house team Asteroid!), Mauckingbird Theatre Co. (The Importance of 
Being Earnest, A Midsummer Night's Dream), Phila. Shakespeare Theatre, Phila. 
Theatre Co., Walnut Street Theater, and Phila. Young Playwrights. A graduate of Temple 
University and proud member of SAG/AFTRA. Love to Erica.

DORI LEVIT (LAURA) is a graduate of Emerson College in Acting, and the John 
DeSotelle Studio’s 2 Year Meisner Conservatory. A few past credits include: Antigone 
in Antigone, Carolyn Bryant in Shades of Truth’s The Lynching of Emmett Till, and 
Claire in Eve Lederman’s To Life directed by Frank Calo. She would like to dedicate 
this performance to friends at Best Buddies and AHRC, who have taught her that the 
greatest happiness comes in the smallest of things.

TAD CAMERON (JIM) is a New York-based actor specializing in improv, musical 
performance, and devised work. Born in Atlanta, he's spent the years (before COVID) 
traveling the country working for different theaters. His passions include his cat 
Jodie Foster and playing guitar. He's currently devising a piece with The After-Image 
Theater that will go up in March!

ZACHARY TOMLINSON (DIRECTOR) is a theater director and producer from San Francisco, 
CA. Since 2017, he has served as the Artistic Director of The Center at West Park, a 
community performing arts center based in the historic West Park Presbyterian Church in 
Manhattan. Previously, he was the Co-Artistic Director of Strange Harbor, a theater company 
that created new plays from classic texts. His directing credits include original adaptations 
and devised plays based on Moby-Dick, The Brothers Karamazov, the Book of Judith, 
Shakespeare’s history plays, and ancient and modern myths. He holds an MFA in Directing 
from Brooklyn College and a BA in Theater and Literature from Sarah Lawrence. Zachary 
lives in Brooklyn with his wife, Sarah, and son, Noah. 



XINDI XU (COSTUME DESIGNER) is a costume and fashion designer, graduating from MFA Design 
and Technical Production at Brooklyn College in 2021. Originally from Beijing, China, Xindi began her 
work of painting and fashion illustration in high school and received her BFA in Fashion Design with a 
minor in Art History from Parsons School of Design in 2017. Xindi believes thorough research of the 
story and characters is the key to making good design and has continued showing great passion 
across different genres of performing arts.

JOSEPH BILELLO (LIGHTING DESIGNER) A NYC based lighting designer and Brooklyn College alum, 
Joe is extremely grateful to be designing and collaborating for the first time since graduating. 
Previous credits include Lighting Designer for Derecho (Brooklyn College), Cloud 9 (Suffolk 
Community College), Two Gentleman of Verona (LI Shakespeare Festival), and Asst. Lighting Designer 
for The Last Days of Judas Iscariot (Brooklyn College). He thanks his loved ones for their ongoing 
support and encouragement.

ANDREW PORTER (SOUND DESIGNER) is an African-American composer, pianist, and saxophonist 
born and based in Brooklyn, NY. He attended City College before transferring to Brooklyn College in 
2017, and studying Music Composition under his beloved mentor Polina Nazaykinskaya he would 
graduate with a B.Mus in Music Composition in 2020. During his college career he developed an 
interest in the world of theatre; composing, musical directing, and assisting for a number of
productions throughout the CUNY system, including Blood Wedding (2017), A Cat, A Man, A Laundromat 
(2018), The Moors (2020), & most recently the devised play @muse_me (2021).

NICOLE CARNE (STAGE MANAGER) is a New York based Stage Manager and film and television AD. 
A Brooklyn native, Nicole has always had a passion for storytelling on stage and on screen and she is 
so excited to finally be back in the theater after lockdown. Her recent experience ranges from 
narrative features and shorts to network television and music videos. Recent upcoming work includes 
the award-winning short "Five Star Review", Netflix's "My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With 
David Letterman" and "3 Days Rising", an independent horror film starring Peter Green and Mickey 
Rourke. She would like to thank our director Zachary Tomlinson and the Glove Theater for the 
opportunity to to work on this timeless play in such a beautiful and historic space. Please enjoy the 
show!

DANIELLA CAGGIANO (INTIMACY COORDINATOR) is a freelance director and intimacy director 
originally from New York City. She is a current member of Roundabout's Directors Group, a former 
MTC Directing Fellow, Drama League Resident, and alum of the Lincoln Center Directors Lab. Some 
productions for which she has choreographed intimacy include Zoetrope (NYTimes Critics Pick),That 
Pretty Pretty, Or The Rape Play, Macbeth, Surfacing, A Roller Rink Temptation, novaya zemlya, and 
Kodachrome. Daniella has trained with Theatrical Intimacy Education (TIE) and Intimacy Directors and 
Choreographers (IDC), bringing a queer, feminist perspective to this work and a belief that a consent-
based, trauma-informed approach to handling onstage intimacy and nudity is essential to creating a 
safe working environment where performers are confident to take risks and do their most daring 
work. MFA The New School, BA Sarah Lawrence College www.daniellacaggiano.com

CREATIVE TEAM:

http://www.daniellacaggiano.com/
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